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OJMA ANNUAL CONFERENCE IN REVIEW 
 

 
 

 
Before the day began, the meeting room filled up with people ready to  

hear about best practices in Ohio jury management. 

 

In an indispensable partnership with the Ohio Supreme Court 

Judicial College, the 18
th

 annual OJMA conference was held on 

Friday, April 21
st
 in Columbus Ohio. Over 80 court officials 

gathered to exchange ideas and learn about critical aspects of jury 

management.  Summaries of each of the sessions are presented 

beginning on the next page. 
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THE OJMA 2017 CONFERENCE 
 
  “And Justice for All” – A welcome/update from The Supreme Court of Ohio 

 

Mike Buenger and Milt Nuzum, Ohio Supreme Court Administrative Director 

and Director of Judicial Services respectively, provided information about the 

technology grants offered through their court.  It was suggested that multiple 

courts could leverage their interest and increase the possibility of an award by 

submitting a combined grant request seekng to improve their individual jury 

management systems.  Court Innovation grants could be used to increase a 

court’s use of social media, providing greater access to court information by 

citizens, including the status of cases and reporting instructions for 

prospective jurors.  The courts need to focus on becoming better service 

providers.  Administrative Director Buenger also spoke about exploring the 

composition of the annual jury source list and suggested looking to Indiana as 

an example of how courts can use state level records (e.g., drivers licenses 

and tax records), to provide a better cross-section of the community. 
From left:  Milt Nuzum and Mike Buenger    

 
 “Paper Chase” – Ohio laws and procedures to formulate the annual jury source list, conduct the 
 annual jury draw, summon individuals for jury service and manage jury excuses 
 
OJMA Trustee Jean Atkin reviewed the statutory provisions for the appointment of jury commissioners, the designation of the jury 

year, the compilation of the annual source list, conducting the jury draw, the service of jury summons, jury summons content, jury 

excuses and the postponement of jury service.  The changes made under the 2012 Jury Modernization Act were highlighted.  Copies of 

the statutes referred to in the presentation, as well as samples of jury related court orders, summons and forms were included in the 

program manual.  The article “The Annual Source List and the Address Confidentiality Program”, which appears on the last page of 

this newsletter, follows up on a question raised during the presentation.   

 
 “Jury Duty” - Issues and recommendations regarding juror orientation, juror comfort and juror 
 privacy 
 
Kim Switzer, Director of Court Services for the Hancock County Common Pleas Court, provided 

information about juror orientation.  The need to understand jury service from the perspective of the 

juror was a primary focus of the presentation.  Switzer stressed that juror orientation is a continuous 

process, beginning before a citizen is summoned and continuing through the completion of their jury 

service.  The court’s website is a great tool for providing detailed information about jury service and 

giving answers to frequently asked questions about jury service.  The need to advise jurors about the 

appropriate conduct of jurors during their service should be included in the orientation.   A checklist for 

juror orientation/check-in highlighted the importance of friendly, professional, knowledgeable court 

staff  to assist individuals during their jury service.  The juror’s experience, good or bad, will likely be 

shared by the juror, impacting public opinion about the effectiveness and efficiency of the court as a 

whole. 
            Kim Switzer 

 

“Runaway Jury” – Best practices to improve juror attendance and address no shows 
 
Paula Hannaford-Agor, Director of the Center for Jury Studies, National Center for State Courts, spoke about the 

issues relating to the failure to appear (FTA) for jury service.  To assist in understanding the dynamics of the 

failure of jurors to appear for service, Hannaford-Agor provided statistics showing non-response rates from four 

different sized courts, using either one or two-step summoning.  Different factors contributing to FTA rates were 

summarized.  Numerous studies have shown that the perception of the lack of any consequence for failing to 

appear for jury service is a primary reason for no shows.  Hannaford-Agor’s advice:  always follow up on non-

responders and FTA jurors.  The results from different jury scofflaw programs were presented, with various 

alternatives ranging from sending a friendly reminder to issuing a warrant for a show cause hearing resulting in 

jail and/or a fine.  The options for courts include structured follow-up with 1) all FTA jurors   2) a random 

selection from FTA jurors or 3) the worst FTA offenders.  The availability of resources may determine which 

option a court is able to select. .A study in Riverside California demonstrated that postcard reminders sent out 

one week prior to the scheduled jury service resulted in a decreased FTA rate and a decreased jury system cost. 
Paula Hannaford-Agor 

 

 



“A Few Good Men”–   This panel of veteran jury managers, from both common pleas and municipal 
courts, responded to a wide range of issues and questions from those in attendance 
 

Those attending the conference were invited to submit 

written questions to the panel. Post cards were provided at 

the registration table and at each table in the meeting 

room.  Judge Timothy Campbell, Retired Judge from the 

Greene County Common Pleas Court, moderated the 

panel. The panelists were Elizabeth Stephenson, Court 

Administrator of the Tuscarawas County Common Pleas 

Court; Robert Jackson, Jury Commissioner for the 

Mahoning County Common Pleas Court; Brad Seitz, Jury 

Commissioner for the Hamilton County Common Pleas 

and Municipal Courts and Tom Shield, Jury 

Commissioner for the Franklin County Municipal Court.  

The topics included active discussions about the use of 

technology by the courts and the content of jury 

questionnaires.   
From left – Judge Campbell, Elizabeth Stephenson, Robert Jackson, Brad Seitz, Tom Shields 

 

 

In addition to moderating the panel discussion, in the absence of OJMA President 

David Ballmann, Judge Timothy Campbell stepped in as host for the conference.  

Judge Campbell welcomed everyone to the 18
th

 Annual OJMA Conference and 

encouraged those who are not currently members to join OJMA.  Everyone was 

invited to get more actively involved with OJMA as a member of one of several 

standing committees. The plaque presented to OJMA last October for the 2016 G. 

Thomas Munsterman Award from the National Center for State Courts was 

displayed.  Judge Campbell also pointed out that the OJMA website is a great 

resource for jury management information.   

 
A few comments from the conference evaluations: 

 “Best jury services/management course in Ohio!” 

 “Very practical topics and very practical suggestions for   

                 attempts to solve” 
Judge Timothy Campbell, OJMA Vice-President 
 

 

  SAVE THE DATE!!!! 
 

Mark your calendars!!!  The tentative date for the 2018 OJMA Conference is 

Friday, April 20, 2018.  The Columbus location will be determined at a later 

date, with registration once again being handled through the Ohio Judicial 

College.   Please send your topic ideas for the conference sessions to OJMA.  

We want to respond to the needs and interests of Ohio’s trial courts! 
 

 
LONGTIME OJMA TRUSTEES RETIRE AND NEW TRUSTEES ELECTED 

 
Two well respected OJMA trustees have stepped down from their trustee positions.  Victoria Robertson, retired from the Butler County 

Clerk of Courts Office, has been an OJMA trustee since the inception of the organization in 2000.  Vickie has been a great ambassador 

for OJMA, always welcoming new faces to the conferences and as OJMA members.  E.J. Griffith, Greene County Common Pleas 

Court Administrator, has been a member of OJMA since 2000, an OJMA trustee since 2006 and served as the President of OJMA for 

several years.  E.J. provided steady leadership for OJMA during the time of many transitions and challenges. Both Vickie and E.J. 

have been a big part of the growth of OJMA and we are so appreciative of their time and talents! 

 

Two individuals who previously served as OJMA trustees were elected to return to the Board of Trustees with new three year terms.  

Judge Steve Shuff, Seneca County Common Pleas Court, will once again bring his deep interest in jury management from the judicial 

perspective to the OJMA trustees.   Robert Jackson, Jury Commissioner for the Mahoning County Common Pleas Court, brings his 

extensive day-to-day experience on the front lines of jury management to OJMA.   We look forward to the contributions of both Judge 

Shuff and Bob in continuing the important work of OJMA. 



The Annual Jury Source List and The           

Address Confidentiality Program  

                                       by Jean Atkin, OJMA Trustee   

   

Ohio Revised Code Section 2313.06 details the compilation of the annual 

jury source list.  The commissioners of jurors are required to compile a 

new and complete jury source list annually.  In response to an order of the 

court, the board of elections is required to compile and file with the commissioners of jurors a certified, current list of 

electors shown on the registration lists for the most recent general election.  The board of elections is required to remove 

the names of individuals who have not voted at least once during the preceding four consecutive years.  The court also has 

the option of obtaining from the registrar of motor vehicles a certified, current list of individuals who have a driver’s 

license, a commercial driver's license or a state identification card and who are or will be eighteen years of age or older as 

of the day of the general election of the year in which the list is filed. The court may use only the list of registered voters 

or may use a combined list of registered voters, licensed drivers and state identification holders.  If a combined list is 

used, the jury commissioners are responsible for removing any duplicates. 

 

HB 359, which took effect on September 8, 2016, created an address confidentiality program, operating under the 

supervision of the Ohio Secretary of State.  Ohio Revised Code sections 111.42, 111.43 and 111.44 contain the statutory 

provisions for the program.  The program permits a person who fears for their safety or the safety of a household member, 

minor, incompetent, or ward and who are victims of domestic violence, menacing by stalking, human trafficking, 

trafficking in persons, rape, or sexual battery to apply to the program.  Those certified by the program designate the 

secretary of state as their agent for the purpose of receiving service of process and mail.  In addition to other provisions 

designed to protect the address of the program participant from public disclosure, the legislation prohibits the inclusion 

of the names of certified program participants on the list of registered votes or drivers/identification holders sent to 

the court for jury selection.  

 

At the recent Ohio Jury Management Association conference, a question was asked about the potential that a person 

certified as a participant in the address confidentiality program could be inadvertently summoned for jury service.  Given 

the lag time between the compilation of the list and the actual summoning of prospective jurors, it is possible that a person 

who has been certified by the program could be summoned for jury service.  The mailed summons would be channeled 

through the Secretary of State with the summons being forwarded to the prospective juror.  The decision for the court is 

whether or not to excuse the individual from jury service to avoid the possible disclosure of personal information through 

the public records of the court.   If it is accepted that there is an overriding public interest in maintaining the 

confidentiality and security of an individual certified by the Secretary of State for the address confidentiality program, 

what would be the basis for an excuse from jury service?  R.C. 2313.14 (A)(1)  applies if the court determines that the 

interests of the public will be materially injured by the juror's attendance.  The court could require that the individual 

seeking the jury excuse provide a copy of the confidential program participant card issued by the Secretary of State,.  This 

card contains information about the program, the certified individual and the expiration date of the certification.  The seal 

of the Secretary of State’s Office is included on the card.  There is no approved mechanism for courts to contact the 

Secretary of State, the Board of Elections or the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to verify program participation by an 

individual. To protect the integrity of the protections, program participation will not be confirmed or denied. 

 

              ********** 
WHO HAS EXPERIENCE WITH TALESMEN????  Talesmen are individuals summoned for immediate service as 
a prospective juror.  R.C. 2313.11 provides limited guidance on this practice.  The individuals summoned must 
meet the qualifications for jurors. Persons in or about the courthouse may not be summoned without the 
consent of the parties to the case.  OJMA is collecting information from courts on the use of talesmen?  What 
was the circumstance?  What procedures were followed?  What was the outcome?  What did you learn from 
the experience?    Please share your information with OJMA at vunger@osbf.org. 
 
              *********** 

The Ohio Jury Management Association is the proud recipient of the 2016 

National Center for State Courts G. Thomas Munsterman Award for Jury 

Innovation 
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